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Editorial Comment

Agriculture replaces
urbanisation wave
sification within the sector in the new financial
year.

Editor : Andrew Maramwidze

T

humps up to authorities for taking heed
to some of the pleas that the farming
community has been sharing with them.

Initiatives lined up in the new fiscal year are an
indication of government commitment to improve the country’s agriculture and retain it as
a key contributor to the economic value chain.
Finance minister Felix Mutati is on record saying said government will implement measures
aimed at raising farmer productivity and diver-

Some of the initiatives the three farm blocks in
Copperbelt - Muchinga and Northern provinces where government is start model anchored
on a core venture, agro processing facilities
and smallholder farmers.
Kudos to such statements, agriculture has so
much potential to ease growing unemployment headaches, food insecurity and help diversify the economy from over reliance on the
mining industry.
Over years, the nation has seen the sector
plunge, as urbanisation and trekking of citizens
abroad and into neighbouring countries for
greener pastures became trendy.
Now with economies trembling across the
globe, agriculture is once again retaining its
shining mantle and becoming lucrative for all,
especial with mechanization and technology.

More youth are expected to take up the baton, as they get inspired to exchange the envied white collar jobs for farming, we hope
the growing government support will lure the
young generation into farming.
With more youth running agriculture projects,
loud cries of unemployment would vanish into
thin air
As government puts more efforts to prop up
agriculture, let the nation should rally behind
the initiatives.
We also applaud the international community
that is pumping funds towards the country’s
agriculture sector.
Agriculture should overtake urbanisation and
improve the country’s unemployment and
drop unemployment rates to a single digit.

Enjoy the read!
Remember to share your comments and
opinions with us.

Fertilizers and Agro Chemicals
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ETG inputs Zambia Limited
A comprehensive agro input supplier for the Zambian farmers

crop specific fertilizers in different
crop stages for your better, health
and admired crop production visit
our outlets which are doted across
the country in these provinces
Southern, Eastern, Northern,
Muchinga, Luapulu, central,
western, Copperbelt, North
Western. We have all what takes for
a plant to grow well including a
number folia fertilizers which you will
need for your deficiencies as it is
able to reduce the tonnage of your
harvest to 25% if not checked on
time

It's that time again where we see
farming activities are taking shape
in our beautiful country Zambia.
Most of times we have seen our
farmers pushing by all means to
make sure that things are done in
the right time with all the required
inputs. ETG inputs Zambia Limited is
a private sector company which
deals in Agro inputs such as fertilizers
as well as Agro Chemicals.
We have a wide range of agro
chemicals such as Herbicides,
Pesticides, fungicides as well as
grain protectors. We are so grad as
ETG inputs Zambia limited to see the
farming activities happening across
the country, as much as we
appreciate and love farming we
thought of sharing few points as
farming fraternity as we all know
that farming is business and so in
every production as farmers we
need to put in our very best just to
make sure on both physical and
mental aspect as I always give an
example of a child to grow needs
quite a lot of attention especially on
the care which caters on both
angles of life span.
In a similar way a crop behaves just
like how a child behaves that's the
reason why I always inform and train
our farmers to look after the crops
just like the way they can look after
the child. This is the reason why as
ETG inputs Zambia we have come
up with a quite a number of

blended fertilizers as well as a
number of soluble fertilizers as we
don't wish to do farming only in the
season but we want see farming
activities taking shape in during the
off season as long as we have the
resources to do our production at
that particular time.
Some farmers they may have
question on blended fertilizers 'what
is blended fertilizers' This is a class of
fertilizers that has been tailor made
to suit planting feeding purposes for
a specific crop in a specific field
and these are;
I. Crop Specific
ii. Soil Specific
iii. Lime Enriched
iv. Organic matter enriched
As ETG inputs Zambia limited we do
understands that Zambia is divide
into three region which include;
I. Region 1, which include Eastern,
southern, & western provinces
II. Region 2, which include Central,
Northern and Muchinga
III. Region 3, which include Luapula,
North Western & Western
And so according to these regions
we have different soil types which
we believe that it's not every
fertilizers which can be used to have
the proper productivity hence we
have produced quite a number of

ETG inputs Zambia has also
managed to secure herbicides
which also contribute to a better
farming as they reduce work force
at the farm gate level on the aspect
of weeding. What are these
Herbicides? Also commonly known
as weed killers are chemical
substances used to control
unwanted plants/weeds in the field
of crop. These herbicides they
come in categories as follows;
Ÿ

Selective

Ÿ

Non selective

In the category of the selective we
have a pre-emergence, post as
well as early post emergence which
also choose or go for specific crops.
Apart from that we have also taken
care of our small scale farmers by
introducing small packs of our
pesticides which include
50mmls,100mls up to 1Ltr same
applies to fungicides with 500gms
up to 1kg including 250gms.come
through for free agronomical
information, free extension.
Feel free to visit us across the
country for simplicity of crop
production without any challenges
wishing our farmers a good 20172018 farming season.

News Briefs

China, Zambia cement
agriculture relationship
Chinese Ambassador to Zambia, Yang Youming said there is a great possibility for China
and Zambia to complement each other to cement cooperation in agricultural sector.
The top Chinese official said Zambia’s favorable
natural conditions for agricultural development
and China’s cutting edge in capital, technology
and experience present a great opportunity for
the two countries to increase cooperation in
the agricultural sector.
“I believe that, with the joint efforts of China
and Zambia, the agricultural cooperation between our two countries will yield more extensive and fruitful results,” Yang said at the official
opening of the China-African Agriculture Cooperation and Development Summit.
Organized by the China Agriculture Film and
Television Center and Global Max Media Group
in collaboration with the Agricultural and Commercial Society of Zambia, the summit seeks to
exploit potentials of the two countries.
Youming said China will continue to encourage
its enterprises to invest in Zambia’s agricultural
sector.
He said a lot has been done between the two
countries in the development of the agriculture
sector in the southern African nation.
Dora Siliya, Minister of Agriculture in Zambia
said the Zambia will remain indebted to China
over its unparalleled support to development.
She said China has helped the country in various sectors, including agriculture and that
currently discussions were underway for the
development of a modern farming block in the
northern part of the country.

“Zambian smallholder agriculture is facing
a lot of challenges,” says Martin Liywalii, the
Programme Manager of the IFAD-supported Smallholder Productivity Promotion Programme (S3P), in Zambia.
“Low yields and production levels, and a lack
of access to quality seeds are some of the biggest issues,” Liywali added, indicating that the
challenges combined with changing weather
patterns are contributing to rural poverty and
hunger.
Although agriculture accounts for about 20 per
cent of Zambia’s GDP, agricultural productivity
in the country is low by global standards and
more than 60 per cent of Zambians live below
the poverty line.
Droughts and floods have increased in frequency and intensity over the last two decades
and have had an adverse impact on food and
water security, energy generation and livelihoods.
However, bringing farming into the 21st century and dealing with rural poverty remain massive hurdles.
According to Robert Delve, IFAD’s Senior Technical Specialist in agronomy, African countries
like Zambia have an immense potential for improving agricultural outputs and reducing rural
poverty.
Africa has a quarter of the world’s arable land
but only produces 10% of the world’s agricultural output.
Statistics indicate that in Africa, there are an estimated 33 million smallholder farms, and the
farmers that live on them contribute up to 70
per cent of the food supply.

New FISP ‘favour women’
farmers

Massive cash injection can
spur agriculture production

The Farmer Input Support Programme (FISP)
has introduced a gender quota, biased towards
women.

The International Fund for Agricultural Development says Zambia is one of the countries
that can stimulate agribusiness if huge financial
injection is made into the sector.

Dora Siliya, agriculture minister told media that
the move is in line with government’s plan for
economic diversification.

IFAD said with greater investment in smallholder agriculture, many countries have the potential to increase food production and reduce
poverty.
The Fund believes the large expanses of arable
land and an abundance of water in the northern part of the country is all the ingredients
Zambia to be the breadbasket of Africa.

8

“Government wants gender quality in its development agenda and will ensure that at least
45% of women access farm inputs in the next
farming season,” she said.
This year, K2 billion is budgeted to support 1
million farmers under the new revamped programme FISP with a fully-fledged electronic
voucher (e-voucher) payment system.
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According to authorities, the new system will
also support up to 10 crops to accelerate diversification.
Previously, FISP largely covered maize production. Now tomatoes, cassava, cashew nuts, soybean and groundnuts are among the broadened crop coverage under FISP.
Siliya said implementation of the new system
will improve FISP’s administration – it was previously fraught with delays and maladministration.

Plant cassava to mitigate
drought - Siliya
Government has challenged the nation to
strengthen efforts to develop drought resistant
crops, besides maize.
Dora Siliya, agriculture minister recently said to
plough a variety of crop will mitigate the effects
of climate change on national food security.
“There is a need to intensify research in alternative crops like cassava, so that it can be planted
on a large scale to feed the nation in times of
poor rain due to climate change,” Siliya said.
She said access to alternative crops by vulnerable groups is a central aspect in achieving food
security and enhancing resilience.
In addition, Dora highlighted that it is critical for
poor and vulnerable groups to have access to
alternative crops, as they are more likely to be
affected by climate change.
Siliya said efforts should be made at reducing
the exposure of small-scale farmers to shortterm risks, while building their capacity to
prosper in the face of shocks and long-term
stresses.

Scientists told to heighten
tsetse fly fight
Scientists and livestock stakeholders have been
challenged to initiate programs to eradicate
tsetse fly.
Over 40% of Zambia’s land area is prone to
tsetse fly, which cause Human Animal Trypanosomiasis (HAT), commonly known as sleeping
sickness.
Addressing the 34th African Union International Council for Trypanosomiasis Research
and Control Conference held in Livingstone recently, Livestock and Fisheries Minister Michael
Katambo said 60% of the country’s cattle are
at risk.

www.agribusinesszambia.com

“The increasing presence of tsetse flies has serious negative consequences for the growth of
the agriculture and tourism sectors,” Katambo
said.
He also bemoaned increase of cases of tourists
getting sick when visiting national parks.
“My government supports initiatives to eradicate the tsetse flies that cause the tropical
disease, threatening human and animal life,”
Katambo said, urging scientist and livestock
stakeholders to come up with a roadmap to
eradicate the disease.
The conference was attended by delegates
from 38 African countries, under the theme
‘Capitalising on progress made against HAT –
the way forward in partnership with all stakeholders’.

Tobacoo, Cotton leads
exports to Indonesia
The business community has been implored
to search for more opportunities in Indonesia
and increase the country’s exports to the Asian
nation.
Partigi Samosir, Indonesian Embassy Minister Counsellor said Zambian investors should
consider participating at the forthcoming 32nd
Trade Expo in Jakarta scheduled for October.
Samosir said the Expo presents an effective
platform for Zambian investors to explore
business and investment opportunities in Indonesia.
Last year, the Expo closed with a number of
transactions valued at US$975 million, a 7.2
percent rise from 2015.
Dr Samosir said of the total number recorded,
US$826.52 million involved the sale of goods
and US$48.23 million for services.
Currently Zambia exports mainly tobacco and
cotton to Indonesia which racks in an average
to a tune of US$1.7million annually.
“The exports from Zambia to Indonesia are
much bigger compare to ours which stands at
US$1.1 million annually.
Indonesia’s main imports from Zambia are tobacco and cotton,” Samosir said.
He said Zambia could also tap from Indonesia opportunities, as a member of the G20, an
international forum that brings together the
world’s 20 leading industrialised and emerging

economies.

2016 is set to be completed by the end of 2018.

“As a member of the G-20 with an economy
of US$1 trillion, Indonesia is a major market.
Hence investments, both domestic and foreign, have been rising steadily over the past
few years,” Samosir said.

Zambeef is the largest beef producer in Zambia, the company also provides feedlot services, and manufactures milk, chicken, eggs,
leather and shoes.

UNDP, FAO rollout climate
change adaptation skills
International partners and government authorities - UNDP and FAO recently held training workshop to enhance the skills of trainees
to mainstream (or integrate) gender issues in
the planning, design, and implementation of
climate change adaptation plans and projects
in the agricultural sector
The trainings are part of efforts to ensure that
government adaptation interventions in the
agriculture sectors are gender-responsive and
transformative
The workshops held under the theme: Integrating Gender into Adaptation Planning for
the Agricultural Sectors drew participants from
relevant institutions and government ministries.

Zambeef growth promise
more jobs

Zampalm’s palm oil project
gets investment boost
Government has invested 16 million US dollars
as equity finance in a palm oil production venture run by the country’s largest agribusiness
and food processing firm - Zamplam.
The state has invested the funds in the Zampalm oil project through its investment arm,
the Industrial Development Corporation (IDC),
in a public-private partnership with Zambeef
Products Plc.
Jacob Mwanza, Zamplam Chairman said a
further 2 million dollars will be invested in the
project over the next five years.
Under the agreement, the government-invested funds will result in the planting of an
additional 900 hectares of palm and expand
production with a modern 10 tons-per-hour
self-powering palm oil mill to process fruit from
the plantation situated in northern Zambia’s
Mpika district.

Zambeef’s expansion project is set to create
more jobs countrywide, the company’s chief
executive revealed recently.

“Going forward, the aim is to develop the full
potential of the 20,000 hectare plantation, of
which 2,911 hectares is already planted, and
build an out grower scheme for local farmers,”
he said in a statement.

Francis Grogan , Zambeef Chief Executive
Officer said the company’s three year project
to construct new macro structures, which will
result in 1300 new jobs created countrywide.

Under the agreement, Zambeef will retain 10
percent shareholding in the project and will
continue to supervise and develop it under a
management contract.

Zambeef this year announced a US$21 million
investment countrywide to expand its operations.

Zampalm was incorporated in 2009 to provide
a source of crude palm oil after the acquisition
of another local edible oil processing firm.

Grogan said the expansion program includes
expansion of the hatchery and farm in Mpongwe District , as well as construction of new
macro retail outlets.

According to the statement, the production
and processing of crude palm oil was expected
to drastically reduce the country’s dependence
on crude palm oil and edible oil imports, with
current imports standing at 70 million dollars
per year.

He said the move will see jobs created in the
company’s processing plants, the Mpongwe
Farm, as well as the retail outlets countrywide.
So far, Zambeef has employs 7000 people
countrywide in the processing plants, retail
outlets, and the company’s farm.

Currently, Zambia consumes about 120,000
tons of cooking oil but only produces 30-50
percent of total supply, with half of the country’s oil consumption imported from the Far
East, East Africa and South Africa.

This year, the company has opened 10 macro
retail outlets, and will open 12 more macro outlets across the country next year.

Once at full capacity, the plantation will contribute to substituting 70,000 tons of cooking
oil imported into Zambia.

The expansion project which commenced in

Cover Story

Government scale up
agriculture initiatives

A

griculture diversification has remained
a key pillar in government’s efforts to
improve the country’s economy.

The finance minister Felix Mutati representing
2018 Budget forecast said government will implement measures aimed at raising farmer productivity and diversification within the sector.
The introduction and development of a farm
block model is one of the diversification measures, among a barrel of initiatives.
Government intends to three farm blocks in
2018 in Copperbelt, Muchinga and Northern
provinces with model anchored on a core venture, agro processing facilities and smallholder
farmers.
“This will further allow smallholder and emergent farmers to benefit from technology transfer and have access to ready markets,” said
Mutati.
On the other hand government is facilitating a
US$100 million public private sector investment
into a tractor and agricultural equipment assembly plant in the Lusaka South Multi-Facility
Economic Zone.
Mutati said the plant will be operational by end
of 2018. In addition, government has obtained
financing of US$40 million from EXIM Bank of
India that will be used for agriculture mechanisation.
For small-scale farmers, the diversification drive
has motivated government fully migrate to the

10

e-voucher system to cover one million beneficiaries during the 2017/18 farming season.
The e-voucher system is also coupled with a
new framework to eliminate ghost farmers and
the duplication of beneficiaries.
“As a result of the cleanup, a total of 600,000
undeserving beneficiaries were removed, resulting in a saving of K1.0 billion,” Mutati said.
Meanwhile government has constructed 10 artificial insemination centres to improve livestock
production and breeds and an additional eight
are at various stages of development.
Mutati said government will continue with
animal disease prevention and control programmes across the country.

“This is in an effort to improve productivity and
production to attain self-sufficiency.”
Government will also continue with the implementation of the US$50 million Zambia Aquaculture Enterprise Development Project in 2018.
“This is aimed at, among others, building institutional capacity for fish, fingerling and feed
production,” Mutati said.
Mutati said adding that the initiative will provide
support to the private sector in developing the
aquaculture value chain including establishing
fish feed plants, hatcheries, and freezing and
processing facilities.

He said work on 200 dip tanks will continue and
construction of 4 regional laboratories will be
completed by the end of 2018.

Currently is undertaking a comprehensive livestock and aquaculture census which will be finalised in 2018 and results of the census are expected to guide policy formulation to facilitate
growth and development.

“Given the rising market potential for livestock,
especially goat and sheep, government will facilitate access to both local and foreign markets
for livestock products.

In partnership with the private sector, Mutati
said government will work towards improving
agriculture market information systems and the
development of functional markets.

“One such initiative is the exportation of one
million goats per annum to the Middle East,”
Mutati said.

“This is essential for sustained higher production, enhancement of agriculture value chains,
raising farmer incomes and reduction of poverty.”

On fisheries, Mutati said government will promote cage fish farming on lakes Mweru, Kariba, Tanganyika and Bangweulu as well as along
Kafue River at Kasaka and in water bodies in
Western province in 2018.
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Government also plans to recruit 750 extension service workers for agriculture, fisheries
and livestock.
www.agribusinesszambia.com
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Tel: +260 9625 16642/+260 9545 27840 Email: matiza4u@gmail.com
9th Floor, Suite 10 Premium House
Independence Avenue, Lusaka 10101, Zambia. Central Africa

Water Treatment, Purification & Ionization.
Wastewater Remediation and Reuse.
� Electro-Chemical Activation [ECA] of Water
� MicroOrganic™ Soil Enrichment Agriculture Products & MicroOrganic™ Soil Enrichment Tailor-Made™ Fertilization
Programs
� Totally Green Polylactic Acid [PLA] Biopolymer 100% Compostable Bottles, Caps & Labels
� The Exclusive Authorized Distributor, Marketing & Sales Agent in Zambia/South-east Africa for:
�

�

Envirolyte Commercial Water Electrolyzers that produce:
� High pH Alkaline Ionized Drinking/Cooking Water for Commercial and Individual consumption;
� Envirolyte� Anolyte - A powerful antiseptic sanitizer -- Strong, fast-acting sanitizer that kills all known bacteria & viruses
on contact, Non- Toxic, fully biodegradable & Environmentally friendly, yet gentle on equipment, animals and people;
� Envirolyte� Catholyte - Detergent / Cleaner -- Non foaming detergent - an effective solution for all-purpose cleaning,
removing biofilm, proteins and fats.

Reduce chemical Fertilizers & Increase Crop Production
Crop Without MicroOrganic™
Soil Enrichment

Crop With MicroOrganic™
Soil Enrichment

Non uniform growth of the plants; Small
fruits

Uniform plant growth, and an intense
green colour; Good size crops,
approximately 25 cm

Our polylactic acid [PLA] biopolymer breaks down naturally in nature through ordinary composting.

Husqvarna’s pioneering
approach to chainsaws

H

usqvarna boasts the market's widest,
most innovative and powerful range
of machinery and tools for the forest,
agricultural, garden, park, construction and stone industries. Sold in over 100
countries worldwide, Husqvarna’s robust and
reliable machines have been tried and tested
in Africa’s harsh working conditions and have
delivered consistently successful results.
For over 327 years Husqvarna has applied
‘out of the box’ thinking, which is well exemplified by the development of Husqvarna’s first
chainsaw. Existing chainsaws at the time caused
problems with noise pollution. By using motorcycle muffler technology, which was developed
in-house, the noise level of the Husqvarna 90
was cut down to half that of the contemporary
competition.
Throughout the years, Husqvarna has proved
its technological leadership by introducing
ground-breaking and award-winning solutions
and products for the forestry industry, such as:
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•
X-Torq® engine technology
This revolutionary technology developed for
two-stroke engines delivers more power while
cutting fuel consumption by up to 20% and
emissions by up to 75% (compared to similar,
traditional engine technology). Good for the
environment as well as the user.
•
LowVib®
Husqvarna’s anti-vibration technology is designed to make the
operator’s experience a more
comfortable and ergonomic one.
•
Air InjectionTM
Husqvarna’s centrifugal air cleaning system results in reduced wear
and longer operating time between filter cleanings.
•
TrioBrake®
This chainsaw safety system allows
the chain break to be activated
automatically by the inertia release mechanism or mechanically
by the operator’s right hand.
•
AutoTuneTM
A technological and environmental breakthrough in professional
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•

chainsaws, which minimises exhaust emissions and optimises
engine performance, by compensating for different fuels, altitudes,
humidity and temperatures and
omitting the need to spend time
on carburettor adjustments.
Husqvarna Battery Series
We have recently added a new
chapter to our pioneering history – the Husqvarna Battery
Series, which includes chainsaws
and top handle saws and offers
all the power, performance and
intuitive design you expect from
Husqvarna – without the need for
petrol and refuelling. Just quiet,
clean, convenient operation using
long-lasting lithium-ion batteries.

Husqvarna products are available from the
authorised Husqvarna distributor in Zambia.
For more information, please email info@
turfandtimber.co.zm or visit www.husqvarna.
co.za
www.agribusinesszambia.com

POWER AND
PERFORMANCE

CHAINSAW IN A
CHALLENGING ENVIRONMENT
365 CHAINSAW
Husqvarna 365 is a saw for typical professional use. It has been developed
in close cooperation with professional users working in the most demanding
conditions. The low weight and high power are combined with a rugged
engine, making this saw exceptionally versatile and suited for a wide variety
of applications.

272XP CHAINSAW
This professional saw is designed for highly demanding conditions where
efficiency is of prime importance. Based on professionally proven
Husqvarna technology, it combines high power, low weight and rapid
acceleration. Equipped with a three-piece crankshaft and magnesium
crankcase, the 272 XP® is highly reliable. Ease of use is ensured by features
such as Smart Start®, adjustable oil pump and angled front handle.

DISTRIBUTED BY
LEOPARDS HILL BUSINESS PARK, LUSAKA
Tel: +260 96 699 0139 /+260 96 057 1416
info@turfandtimber.co.zm

www.agribusinesszambia.com
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General News

Farmers warned on new
armyworms outbreak
Armyworms outbreak followed a crippling El Nino-triggered drought which scorched much
of the region last year, hitting crop production and leaving millions in need of food aid.

M

eteorology department has announce an anticipated outbreak of
armyworms during the 2017/18 crop
season.

Brian Mushimba, Communications and Transport minister said farmers should expect outbreak of armyworms nationwide during the
crop season that runs from October to March.
"We are working with the ministry of agriculture to ensure that the armyworms are fought,"
Mushimba said.
The 2016/2017 season, crop production was
threatened by an outbreak of armyworms
but Zambia still managed to reap 3.6 million

14

tonnes of maize, up from 2.8 million the previous year, after containing the pests.
Other countries that suffered outbreaks of the
pest attack were Zimbabwe, Malawi and South
Africa.
Armyworms outbreak followed a crippling El
Nino-triggered drought which scorched much
of the region last year, hitting crop production
and leaving millions in need of food aid.
The maize-munching pests forces countries
with confirmed outbreaks to face import bans
on agricultural products because the armyworm is classified as a quarantine pest.
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The pest can also cause extensive damage to
crops and has a preference for maize, the regional staple.
Meanwhile meteorology has predicted normal
to above normal rainfall in the 2017/2018 crop
season with flash floods in some areas.
Early this year President Edgar Lungu directed
the air force to help airlift pesticides to fight the
outbreak, the country’s first major attack since
2012.
The armyworms cut the country’s corn harvest
by 11 percent.

www.agribusinesszambia.com

General News

FRA on track to meet
maize target
However, government has already pleaded with farmers not to abandon
maize production due to low purchasing prices by FRA.

T

he Food Reserve Agency (FRA) is on
track meet this year’s maize target,
amid qualms over purchasing price
with farmers across the country.

Chola Kafwabulula, Executive Director of
FRA said the agency will meet its goal of
purchasing 10 million bags of 50 kilograms
of maize by October 31, 2017.

Kafwabulula has since appealed to farmers
who are still holding on to their Maize to
release their produce as the Crop marketing season is coming to an end in the next
four weeks.
The development comes at the back drop
of farmers expressing discontent over the
buying price of the agency.

Kafwabulula told ZNBC News that the
agency has already bought 7 million bags
at 4 hundred and 23 million kwacha representing 70 percent of the total target.

Farmers across the country have complained about this year’s maize price, a K25
reduction from last season’s offer of K85 per
50 kilogramme bag.

He said the highest purchase is from Eastern Province where the agency purchased 1
point 9 million bags followed by Southern
Province with 1 million bags.

Several stakeholders have challenged the
set price and called upon the President
President Edgar to hike the marketing season price from K60 per 50 kilogramme bag,

set by FRA.
Farmers recently threatened to abandon
maize production in the next farming season citing low purchasing price by FRA.
However, government has already pleaded
with farmers not to abandon maize production due to low purchasing prices by FRA.
Julius Shawa, Permanent Secretary in the
ministry of agriculture is on record pleading
with farmers to opt to export the commodity and contribute to the country’s economy.
The PS said boycotting maize production
would not be the best solution because
maize is the country’s staple food.
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General News

Siliya forges ahead with
irrigation, mechanisation

G

…relegate the hoe to the museum, ensure rural areas are empowered with tillers.

overnment has budgeted 200billion
Kwacha for the 2017/2018 farming
season.

Government eyes
Saudi Arabia for small
livestock exports

P

resident Edgar Lungu said government
is actively exploring the Saudi Arabia
market for small livestock – goats and
sheep.

Speaking at the 12th National Assembly under theme “Moving towards prosperous Smart
Zambia in peace and tranquillity without leaving anyone behind, President Lungu said the
sector has potential, as a diversification tool.
The President said livestock sector has potential to contribute to wealth creation and poverty reduction.
“Given our abundant water and pasture land,
the sector has great potential to drive our diversification agenda. Saudi Arabia alone, has
expressed interest to import over one million
goats and sheep from Zambia per annum,”
Lungu said.
Government is constructing livestock service
centres of modern infrastructure for livestock
breeding, milk collection and satellite artificial
insemination service centres.
“We now have 16 livestock breeding centres
across the country. Out of these, four centres
namely Kanchindu in Sinazongwe, Mbesuma in
Chinsali, Mukulaikwa in Shibuyunji and Kanyama in Mwinilunga are now offloading improved
breeding stock to eligible beneficiaries.”
Meanwhile, the Zambia Goats and Sheep Task
Force (ZGSTF) has finalised all administrative
works for the facilitation of goats and sheep
exports to Saudi Arabia.
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This comes after a taskforce comprising of Ministries of Livestock and Fisheries, Agriculture,
Commerce, Trade and Industry and the representatives from the private sector was formed
to develop a roadmap that will help expedite
the process of goat and sheep commercialisation in Zambia.
David Chonde, ZGSTF Secretary said the taskforce is currently, waiting for a delegation from
Saudi Arabia to formalise the modalities for the
goats and sheep commercialisation process.
“We are at an advanced stage with the implementation of the goats and sheep export
to Saudi Arabia. We just want ensure that we
satisfy their market requirement,” Chonde said.
The initiative will help small-scale farmers penetrate other markets and increase their income
levels
“We want this programme to be private sector-driven. Farmers are being encouraged to
create strong cooperatives so that they can
come up with good business investment plans.
Currently, we are sensitising all stakeholders on
the importance of the commercialisation programme,” Chonde said.
Zambia’s goat population is estimated to be at
about 4.8 million and over 150,000 sheep.
Currently, the sector contributes about 3.6 percent to the overall gross domestic product and
42 percent to the agricultural gross domestic.
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Dora Siliya, the minister of agriculture said the
finances indicate government’s commitment to
improve the country’s farming industry.
She urged the nation to grow agriculture from
subsistence to being more commercial.
Siliya recently revealed that government has
separated vulnerable farmers from commercial
ready farmers, as government rollout and irrigation and mechanisation supported blueprint.
She said three water harvesting sites have been
constructed to capture rain water, adding that
through irrigation, crop production could be
enhanced.
In addition, government has committed to ensure use of improved mechanism in farming, as
opposed to the use of the hoe.
Siliya said the decision was in line with AU proposal to relegate the hoe to the museum and
ensure rural areas are empowered with tillers.
Reports indicates that government will in 2018
use the $40 million loan from EXIM bank of India purely for mechanisation in agriculture and
irrigation farming.
Siliya said Africa has realized the need to support agriculture and utilise its potential to create jobs and wealth.
She said in Zambia, Agriculture was the main
stay of the economy and measures had been
put in place to grow the sector, adding that
declarations such as the Malabo declaration
that demands that each country’s budget targets 10 percent towards the agriculture sector
must be supported.
Zambia has already made tremendous progress as the agriculture sectors budget keeps
growing every year.
This year, government has promised start the
distribution of farming inputs early for farmers
to prepare adequately for the 2017/2018 farming season.
Meanwhile government has announced that
they have put in place an e-voucher programme to ensure timely and effective distribution of resources to farmers.
www.agribusinesszambia.com
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General News

A

Sugar production
set to fall by 6%

merican analysts have predicted that
the country’s 2016/17 crop year will
end with a 6% drop in sugar production.

US Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) forecasts indicate that Zambia will produce about
388,405 tonnes of sugar compared to 411,279
tonnes last year.
According to US, the slight contraction in volume is due to deterioration in the quality of
sugar cane.
In addition, the reduction in the quantity of
sugar cane transported to refineries, due to
energy restrictions which have impacted on irrigation, and to the drought which affected the
growing season.
Zambia’s sugar industry is dominated by Zambia Sugar PLC, a subsidiary of Illovo Sugar, a
South African company that produces around
92.5% of the country’s sugar production.
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The country exports about half of its production, mainly to other countries in Africa and
to the European Union. In 2016, the sugar
sub-sector accounted for about 3% of Zambian GDP and 6% of exports, according to the
USDA.
The country’s sugar industry has grown significantly since its establishment in 1964.
Zambia Sugar Plc is the most dominant company contributing about 92.5% of the total
sugar production.
Post estimates has indicated that the Zambia
sugar cane crop will decrease by 3 percent
to 3,250,745 MT in the 2016/17 MY, due to
drought conditions in the sugar growing areas
and power interruptions which restricted irrigation.
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Zambia`s exports are mainly to Africa and the
European Union (EU). Sugar imports are minimal. Zambia does not benefit from the U.S raw
sugar tariff-rate quotas (TRQ).
Miller owned estates contribute about sixty percent of the total sugarcane production,
and forty percent of the sugarcane production
is from independent farmers and out grower
schemes.
In 2016, the sugar sector contributed about
three percent to Zambia`s Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) and six percent to the total national exports.
However, there are reports that there are increasing cases of illegal imports which are not
reflected on official trade statistics due to unsecured borders.
www.agribusinesszambia.com

General News

WB approve government’s
agriculture initiatives

G

overnment authorities have been
challenged to increase investment in
agriculture to reduce poverty among
citizens.

Ruthenberg applauded the nation for making
positive strides in its economic diversification
agenda from mining to agriculture.

Janssen challenged government to limit the
Farmer Input Support Programme (FISP) to
about three years in order to allow farmers to
subsequently graduate from the system.

Ina-Marlene Ruthenberg, World Bank Country
Manager told parliament that agriculture is a
significant sector that needs concerted support, for the sector to prop up economic diversification and reduce poverty.

Sharing the same sentiments Willen Janssen, World Bank’s Lead Agriculture Economist
commended the satisfactory progress in the
agriculture sector development programme
Zambia.

He said that despite increased budget support
towards agriculture, FISP and the Food Reserve
Agency (FRA) had dominated the support, expressing worry that FISP beneficiaries were not
benefiting from the programme.

www.agribusinesszambia.com
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International News

AGCO launch scheme to
improve agribusiness expertise

Y

our Agriculture Company (AGCO) has
signed a collaborative deal with other
stakeholders to offer expertise to drive
agricultural prosperity.

The new agribusiness course dubbed is AGCO
Agribusiness Program (AAP) is a partnership
between Strathmore Business School (SBS) in
Kenya, Harper Adams University in the UK and
Kenya-based The Bridge Africa.
The scheme is open to students throughout
Africa and is a direct response to the need to
bring young talent into the agribusiness sector
in Africa.

“As a global leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of agricultural solutions,
AGCO is acutely aware of the management
skills’ shortage in the African agricultural supply chain sector.”

“This is a strong business-oriented program
that will provide training in critical skills and
develop leadership and strategic expertise to
drive African agricultural prosperity,” Osman
said.

Osman said the initiative is meant to meet the
challenge head-on with a long-term commitment to skills development on the continent.

“It underlines our approach to ensure Africa
is run from Africa. Upon completion of the
course, students will have the opportunity to
be placed within the AGCO Africa organisation,
thus providing excellent job prospects. It’s a
win-win situation for all those involved.”

The course developers believe the demand for
agriculture to produce more food from less is
driving the pace of change in farming practices.

Scheduled to commence in March 2018, the
AAP will deliver an accredited two-year agribusiness program through SBS in Nairobi,
Zambia and South Africa for up to 25 students
aged 20-30, leading to potential job opportunities within AGCO Africa.

“We are extremely proud to have established
this comprehensive new agribusiness program,” says Nuradin Osman, AGCO Vice President and General Manager Africa.

The aim is to extend the program and offer
the course using remote and blended learning
techniques in future.
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Dr George Njenga, Dean, Strathmore Business
School said through the partnership, the stakeholders are optimistic, needs of the agricultural
sector will be met.
“The program will integrate both theoretical
and industrial relevance to address the current
trends in the sector,” Njenga said.
www.agribusinesszambia.com
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International News

Gulf investors told to tap into
Africa’s agriculture, gold industries

D

ubai’ former Prime Minister, Dr Cheick
Modibo Diarra has urged Gulf investors to seek opportunities of trade
and investment in Africa’s agriculture
and gold mining industry
“Right now Africa is probably the place on the
globe that has the most arable land still available, and as the population of the world grows
feed is going to become more of a problem,”
Diarra at the Annual International Conference
in Dubai recently.
Gulf investors have traditionally focused on
East Africa, in the gold and hospitality sectors.
Diarra said there is a burgeoning demand for
bio and organic produce that can be sourced
from the continent he explained, as society becomes more sophisticated.
“So the people in the Gulf by teaming up with

people in Africa can take the lead in the all the
production of food in the bio form, which is
now becoming a bigger and bigger market in
the US, and of course the world," Diarra said.

He said cooperation and collaboration among
governments and private investors can propel
African development to another level and help
Africans realise their full potential.

He said the investors should also continue
on their track of gold investments, and refocus their sights on Mali’s abundant gold mines
which are second in the world for gold production.

“For most investors, acquiring first-hand knowledge of the African continent can be both
costly and time-consuming. ALN is to be commended for bridging this gap by providing investors with detailed insights and local expertise,” Sheikh Nahyan said.

“I know that most of the gold that is extracted
in the world transits through Dubai, and it is a
big business," he said.
“So why not go and invest in the mining business of gold in Mali."
Sharing the same sentiments Sheikh Nahyan,
Culture, Youth and Social Development minister encouraged promoting trade and investments between Africa and the Gulf region.

The 54 countries in Africa present a “tremendous” unrealized potential to investors in the
Gulf, he said.
“When you consider the rich natural resources the vast arable land, the large and growing
population, and combine this with the great
interest and entire participation in the global
economy you realise that there are important
opportunities waiting to be developed and explored,” Sheikh Nahyan said.

US ethanol producers eyes Kenya

K

enya’s pro-ethanol policies are providing
the foundation for ethanol use in the
country, offering potential demand for
US ethanol imports.

Brian Healy, U.S. Grains Council (USGC) Manager of Ethanol Export Market Development
said opportunities for U.S ethanol do exist in
Kenya and other African markets.”
“Kenya, which has had an ethanol mandate
since 2010, is currently not blending ethanol
into their fuel due to infrastructure constraints
related to refining and blending as well as limited expansion in feedstock production,” Healy
said.
Recently Healy travelled to Kenya to engage
with senior agricultural, energy and environmental ministry officials to learn more about
ethanol production, use and trade across the
region.
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Healy said the Council is working to identify
new market opportunities for U.S. ethanol in
Africa, including promoting the development
of pro-ethanol policies throughout the region
and providing production and market information on the value of U.S. ethanol.
While many African countries have opportunities to expand their own domestic feedstock
production, U.S. ethanol is already making
its way to these markets via the Persian Gulf,
where greater refining capacity exists.
According to a Council-commissioned study,
U.S. ethanol exports to the United Arab Emirates are being blended into gasoline and
shipped to East African markets.
According to US the use of ethanol supports
African countries in achieving goals related to
reducing environmental pollution and improv-
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ing air quality for human health in addition to
providing economic value as an octane enhancer.
These important components form the foundation of the Council’s global ethanol market
development engagements and programs.
The Council is working hard towards establishing the United States as a reliable and affordable source of ethanol.
“We are broadening our outreach by identifying and analyzing potential new markets and
developing strategies tailored to the culture
and conditions of each market,” Healy said.
“At the same time, we are committed to our
established markets in this truly global engagement.”
www.agribusinesszambia.com
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Farm Equipment

CASE IH initiative to
help farmers

L

eading global agricultural equipment
manufacturer, CASE IH, has opened an
academy in Zimbabwe for the provision
of hands-on technical and operational
training to farmers to improve farm productivity through mechanisation.

home,” said Lana Saeed, Sales Engineer with
CTC Engineering in Sudan.

The academy will provide hands-on technical
and operational training to help farmers improve productivity through wider adoption of
mechanisation.

Jacobus Bezuidenhout, an agricultural equipment service manager from Botswana agreed,
saying, “Involving specialists from different
markets across Africa in commercial training at
a working farm is a great concept and was well
appreciated.”

With 2 000 hectares of land, mostly dedicated
to maize and wheat, the training academy is
owned by local farmers in Zimbabwe’s Mashonaland West Province and leased and operated
by BlueSky Farms.
Training activities at the farm will be run in partnership between BlueSky, Case IH and Agricon
to enable farmers to gain or strengthen a wide
variety of skills, the academy gives access to an
impressive array of Case IH agricultural equipment.
The equipment tested on the farm includes a
JXT 75 utility tractor; high-horsepower Puma
210 multi-purpose tractor, state-of-the-art
Magnum Rowtrac 380 CVX Drive tractor with
continuously variable transmission and tracks
in the rear, industry-leading Axial-Flow® 7140
rotary combine harvester, Patriot 3230 sprayer
and a 24-row Early Riser seed planter.
Many of these machines were put into operation at the academy for guests to try-out in
real-world work conditions. “This was a great
opportunity to gain in-field training with practical operation of machines I cannot drive back
24

“Handling the machines in a real working environment and exchanging ideas with participants from all over Africa was very useful.”

This on-field equipment training concept was
also praised by Hassan Elkadawy, Sales Manager for Case IH in Egypt who said; “Interaction with commercial specialists from various
regions broadens horizons and shows how to
approach solutions from different angles.”
Foster, vice president in charge of Agricultural
Commercial Development for Europe, the Middle East and Africa, commented: “If people’s
reactions on the opening day were anything
to go by, this new training academy is a very
welcome addition to Zimbabwe’s agricultural
industry.”
Matthew Foster, CASE IH Vice President in
charge of Agricultural Commercial Development for Europe, the Middle East and Africa
said that it was important to help operators of
the equipment to get the best from their machines, and this new initiative recognises that.
Working with Agricon and BlueSky Farms, we
will be able to train Agricon’s technicians and
commercial team, show customers how to
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maximise productivity from agricultural equipment, introduce new products to customers,
and share latest thinking on efficient agricultural practices.”
Jason Smith, Chief Operating Officer of Agricon
Equipment, said, “Agricon strives to deliver to
the market the latest technology in agricultural
equipment.
“With this comes the responsibility to support
this equipment, which is why we have invested
in this new facility to train our technicians and
commercial team. And we hope that in our future provision of training and education to local
farmers, we can contribute to a more productive Zimbabwe.”
Daniel Bosman, managing director of BlueSky
Farms, said: “Farming principles in Africa are
often outdated and there’s a need for better
understanding of principles of mechanization,
technology, and management practices.
“This is due to a lack of exposure to modern
concepts, lack of training, and limited access to
the latest technology – all things that the new
training academy can address.”
The full line of Case IH agricultural equipment
includes small, medium and high-horsepower
tractors up to 670 hp, Axial-Flow® rotary combine harvesters, round and square balers of all
sizes, hay and forage equipment, tillage, seeding and spraying tools, and a complete line of
specialised equipment such as advanced sugar
cane harvesters and cotton pickers.
www.agribusinesszambia.com
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A quarter century of
irrigation innovation

Since its launch 25 years ago Netafim has developed high-end irrigation
technology and is now at the forefront of providing solutions for a
sustainable future. Here’s to the next 25 years! By Wanda Augustyn

When Naty Barak opened Netafim’s doors in
1992 he had one employee, Johan Visser. Levy
Schneider was appointed as the company’s first
managing director the following year. The firm’s
core crops at the time were wine, tomatoes and
melons.
Naty, who is now chief sustainability officer at
Netafim Headquarters in Israel, describes the
beginning years as both difficult and easy. “It was
difficult because we introduced a new technology
which was a real revolution: irrigating trees and
other crops with a slow flow of drops of water
next to the trees. It was challenging because we
faced many technical challenges with the products
and technology. We had to find answers to the
challenges, develop manufacturing processes, and
design and engineering methods, overcome water
delivery issues and more. But in a sense it was also
easy because we believed in the system and had
support from the community. Looking back at the
early years we never took huge risks. We always
calculated our steps carefully.”
Netafim started as a kibbutz business in Israel,
so they adhered to the values and principals of a
kibbutz, Naty says. “We always invested only within
our capabilities. During Netafim’s early years we
employed only members from our kibbutz.” These
employees shared horizontal responsibilities, so
one worker would be responsible for sales in a
certain region in Israel, manage an export territory
and work one shift a week in the production line.
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“Back in 1993, when I was appointed MD, our core
business philosophy was to provide South African
farmers with irrigation technology that would
enable them to be commercially successful, while
maintaining environmentally sustainable practices
to preserve water and healthy soils,” says Levy,
who led the company for 12 years.
“The biggest challenge we faced back then was
to earn the trust of irrigation dealers and farmers
and to prove to them that we weren’t a fly-bynight company. We did this by showing them that
we were genuinely interested in them. We wanted
to see them being successful and that we would
support them for many years to come.”
There were many highlights at the company during
his tenure, Levy says, but it was the team he
worked with that impressed him most. “Having
people who, apart from building a fantastic
company, developed themselves personally, seeing
dealers and growers experiencing success, and
pioneering changes in crop-growing practices
were but some of the highlights during my time at
Netafim,” he says.
In 1995 agronomist Chris Malan was appointed to
introduce drip technology to dealers and growers
and following a strategic study a local factory was
completed in 1999.
The first local Netafim pipe was made in 1999. Until
2002 the main products the company focused on
were RAM™, Arkal Filtration, A.R.I. valves, Tiran

www.agribusinesszambia.com

and Streamline. In 1997 however subsurface drip
irrigation (SDI) was introduced to sugarcane. This
lead to a huge spike in the market as big volumes
were sold. Over the years sugarcane and SDI
helped introduce Netafim’s various products to the
market and the company continued to grow.

in experience and knowledge,” Etienne says. “The
team we have in the field today is a good mix of
young and old. The older guys have been with the
company for more than 20 years and the strength
of the company lies in this team. We’re just as
proud of them as we are of our products.

From 1996 to 1998 South Africa experienced a
wine boom. Back then the Ram™ drip line was
known as the “golden” drip line for the wine
industry and its crops, but from 2005 to 2006 the
company experienced difficulties as a result of a
recession in the agricultural industry.In April 2006
Etienne Erasmus was appointed as MD after Levy
left Netafim SA to go to Netafim Australia. Soon
after Etienne’s appointment Ram™ was phased out
and UniRam was introduced to the market.

“Our biggest challenge is to get involved and apply
what we learned over the years in the new emerging
farming community in South Africa and the Southern
African Development Community (SADC). But we
also have to balance the time we spend on this with
the rest of the business because in the end business
is driven by profit, which is connected to how you
spend your time and other resources.”

“Our core business philosophy was and still is
helping our farmers to get more from the scarce
resources they have,” Etienne says. “Water is scarce
but we can reuse or desalinate it, while land is
absolutely limited. The more we can produce per
hectare using less water, the more we’re contributing
to our global challenge of feeding more people
through using less land and water. “Our purpose
is to help the world grow more with less. To this
end we’ll drive mass adoption of smart irrigation
solutions to fight scarcity of food, water and land.”
During 2008 the international recession affected
Netafim worldwide, but South Africa was doing
well and the company continued to grow. But the
recession prompted management to rethink and
research crop development, which resulted in a
strategic shift in focus.
With the nut boom from 2009 to 2010 more farmers
became interested in using drip irrigation and micro
sprinklers on trees. Lucern hectares also increased
due to the success of crop trials and projects.
The Hartswater area became a huge success
story in 2013 when producers started using micro
sprinklers and drip irrigation on pecan nut trees.
During the early years, Netafim SA had only
three employees, but after the factory became
operational in 1999 the workforce grew to 16.
Netafim SA bought shares in Vegtech, which
increase its market share due to the use of its
products in greenhouses. This was followed by
the procurement of Gyro Sprinklers in 2016 to
manufacture and distribute Netafim’s own range of
micro sprinklers.

As for where Netafim is going in the next 25
years, Levy says, “I hope the company will be in a
situation where drip irrigation will be the irrigation
method of choice for all crops and Netafim the
company of choice for every farming entity.”
Etienne agrees. “I would like Netafim SA to be the
preferred supplier in our market segment in the
whole of the SADC region. We’ll strive to achieve
this through ethical behaviour and sound internal
and external relationships and by training our
people, not compromising on quality, focusing on
the customer, exceeding expectations, being agile
and keeping it simple.
“Good leadership is also of the utmost importance
for the success of a business. A good leader must
have the ability to optimise employee satisfaction.
As Brand Pretorius, former CEO of McCarthy, said,
‘Leaders need to be hard-headed when it comes
to results, but have a gentle heart when it comes
to people.’ This helps to create a healthy culture
in which people will grow and develop to their full
potential and serve the customers and the company
because they want to.
“It also helps having the simple basics in place –
basics such as integrity, good intent, performance
drive, fairness, aligned values, training, knowhow, good planning and execution. And last but
not least, to never compromise on quality and
constantly encourage innovation.”

Today Netafim employs 90 people and the
company is still going from strength to strength.
“Over the past 25 years Netafim SA has grown in
every aspect of the business, from manufacturing
machines to developing enterprise resource
planning systems, but our biggest growth has been
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Farm Equipment

TAFE to support production
increase in Africa

A

s part of efforts to enhance its integrated farm practices, Tractors and
Farm Equipment Limited (TAFE) is
looking to expand Jfarm, a model
aimed at enhancing production and productivity in African countries.
Mallika Srinivasan, TAFE Chairperson and Chief
Executive Officer said there is good potential
for agriculture in some African countries, with
good yield, particularly organic agriculture
and the company wants to expand its activities
there.
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Jfarm has, so far, been successfully implemented in a replication of the pioneering efforts of
the initiative.
“It was beneficial to farmers of Rajasthan and
subsequently to those from nearby states. We
are in the process of setting up such facilities
aimed at improving farm productivity and sustainable farming, leveraging relevant mechanisation in association with several countries in
Africa,” she added.
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TAFE has also established partnerships for skill
training and development and piloting small
farm sustainability programmes in Malawi,
Tanzania and Rwanda. Besides, TAFE is also
involved in developing multi purpose farmer
centres across the African continent, Srinivasan
said.
The farm equipment major is also focusing on
organic farming, which is gaining momentum
due to increasing health consciousness among
people, with Srinivasan saying that there is
more demand for organic produce.
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Full house for Platinum Brooding®
Program at Jamesway’s

Canadian Location.

D

r. Stewart Ritchie and his team presented the popular Platinum Brooding® Program on Wednesday, September 21 in Cambridge, Ontario. The
extremely well received program is based on
the idea that genetic potential of modern poultry cannot be achieved without strict attention
to brooding, and the program provides a disciplined approach to this critical production period. The material was presented by industry experts: Dr. Ken Bafundo – Phibro Animal Health,
Dr. Scott Gillingham – Aviagen North America,
Dr. Kristen Roza-Sutherland - IDEXX, Kobus
Van-Heerden - CEVA, Dr. Marina Brash - University of Guelph and Mike McIlwee – Canadian
Poultry Consultants and Dr. Stewart Ritchie.
The Platinum Brooding® program has been
presented at numerous veterinary, nutritional, industry and corporate meetings over the
years and has received detailed critical review
by numerous experts. The program has been
mandated as a new grower entry requirement
by the BC Chicken Marketing Board from the
B.C. Broiler and Hatching Egg Commission. It is
also part of the Aviagen International Production School in Alabama. The Platinum Brooding® program is integrated into the curriculum of the Master of Avian Medicine program
at the University of Georgia and this course
is also held at the University of Arkansas. The
Platinum Brooding® program is being further
fine-tuned and expanded through further development of www.platinumbrooding.com and
www.canadianpoultry.ca where visitors can review scholarly articles and educational content
relevant to the poultry industry.

For more information:
Jamesway Incubator Company Inc.
Telephone: +1 519 624 4646 ext. 1240
Fax: +1 519 624 5803
Email: service@jamesway.com

From Left to Right: Jamesway President; Christopher Omiecinski, Dr. Scott Gillingham; Aviagen
North America, Gwen Zellen: Chicken Farmers of Ontario and Dr. Stewart Ritchie: Canadian Poultry
Consultants

Jamesway is very supportive of this program
and has hosted many of the Eastern Canadian Seminars in the past. Since the science of
poultry farming is evolving, forums for discussion like the Platinum Brooding® Program,
allow the latest and most relevant material to
be delivered by the people who understand it
the best.
About Jamesway
Jamesway is the reference incubator company for the global poultry industry. We plan,
design, install, and maintain incubation and
ventilation systems for hatcheries, offering
the most reliable products and worry-free
customer services on the market. Founded in
1890, we have evolved into an international
company with facilities in Canada, USA, China, and Russia that service over 1800 customers in 150 countries.
www.jamesway.com.
Dr. Stewart Ritchie and CEVA CEO Daryl Pint.
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FOR THIS AND MORE PRODUCTS CONTACT
THE NEAREST ATS OUTLETS

“TULIMA PAMO”
AGROCHEMICAL BRANCH:
CHIPATA
Plot No.7 Seedco Yard,
Umodzi Highway,
Cell : +260978073500
Mobile: 0978073500

CHOMA
Plot No.5000
Livingstone road
Tel : +260213 225049
Mobile: 0977820559

MAZABUKA
Livingstone Road,
Tel : +260 03231250
Mobile: 0977505031

MKUSHI
Plot No.34/35,
Buteko Road,
Tel : +260 215 362174
Mobile: 0977818505

NDOLAI
Plot No.5220,
Ndeke Turnoff,
Tel : +260212 620426 Mobile:
097713440/0977231753

LUSAKA
Plot No.3143,
Mukwa Road,
Tel : +260 211246724/5/6

KASAMA
Luwingu station Kasama
luwingu road
Mobile: 0977818505
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IT STARTS WITH
THE RIGHT SEED
SeedCo believes in the potential of every farmer to cultivate his
or her own destiny.
With the needs of the Zambian farmer in mind, we have
harnessed cutting edge technology to create seed with
the highest yield potential and stability, suited to the exact
requirements of your farming area.
The aspiration of the Zambian farmer inspires us to deliver great
harvests season after season, this starts with the right seed.

www.facebook.com/seedcozambia/
www.seedcogroup.com/zm

THE HOME OF BUMPER HARVESTS

